Effect of Elemental Sulfur as Fertilizer Ingredient on the Mobilization of Iron from the Iron Pools of a Calcareous Soil Cultivated with Durum Wheat and the Crop’s Iron and Sulfur Nutrition
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Abstract: The granules of conventional fertilizers have been enriched recently with 2% elemental sulfur (S\textsubscript{0}) via a binding material of organic nature and such fertilizers are suitable for large scale agriculture. In a previous work, we demonstrated that a durum wheat crop that received the enriched fertilization scheme (FBS\textsubscript{0}-crop) accumulated a higher amount of Fe compared to the durum wheat crop fertilized by the corresponding conventional fertilization scheme (F-crop). In this study, we investigated the effect of S\textsubscript{0} on the contingent mobilization of iron from the iron pools of the calcareous field that affiliated the durum wheat crop and the corresponding effect on the crop’s iron nutrition and sulfur nutrition. A sequential extraction of Fe from root zone soil (rhizosoil) was applied and the fluctuations of these fractions during crop development were monitored. The fertilization with FBS\textsubscript{0} at sowing affected the iron fractions of the rhizosoil towards iron mobilization, thus providing more iron to the crop, which apart from the iron nutrition fortified the crop’s sulfur nutrition, too. No iron was found as iron attached to carbonates of the rhizosoil. Fluctuations of the iron pool, bound or adsorbed to the organic matter, were exactly the opposite to those of the iron pool associated with the clay particles in both treatments, suggesting iron exchange between the two pools. Replenishment of the F-crop’s Fe content and a deficit in the FBS\textsubscript{0}-crop’s Fe content in the rhizosoil were found at the end of the cultivation period. Furthermore, the initiation of the fast stem elongation stage (day 125) constituted a turning point. Before day 125, the use of FBS\textsubscript{0} increased the iron concentration in the main stems and this was an early fortification effect, followed by an increase in the organic S concentration. Following day 125, the FBS\textsubscript{0}-crop consisted of plants with higher main stems and less tillers. A late fortification effect was observed in the iron concentration of the main stems and their heads after the stage of complete flowering. Prior to harvesting in the FBS\textsubscript{0}-crop, all plant parts were heavier, with more iron and organic sulfur accumulated in these plant parts, and the obtained commercial yield of the FBS\textsubscript{0}-crop was higher by 27.3%.
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1. Introduction

Sulfur (S) fertilizers with very different physical and chemical forms, have been developed to alleviate S deficiency, and they are distinguished by two categories: (1) S fertilizers containing sulfate...
forms, i.e., the directly available S chemical form for plant uptake and (2) S fertilizers containing non-sulfate forms [1]. The S content of the latter is not directly available for plant uptake and requires oxidative conversion to sulfate. Being effective in the rapid alleviation of crop S deficiency, sulfate S fertilizers are widely used [1]. The factors affecting the oxidation of elemental S (S\(^0\)) in soils have been reviewed [2,3]. From the non-sulfate fertilizers, the ones based on S\(^0\) are still a challenge. S\(^0\) is an emerging fertilizer product and market, which apart from the S\(^0\) itself includes micronized granular S\(^0\), nitrogen and/or phosphate fertilizers enhanced/enriched with S\(^0\) and S\(^0\)-coated fertilizers [4].

Recently, S\(^0\) has been attached successfully onto the surface of the granules of commercial fertilizers (F) via a binder (B) by Sulphur Hellas S.A., under the commercial name “Sulfogrow” (FBS\(^0\)) [5] for use in large scale agriculture. The F granules act as a core, effectively covered by an amount of 2\% (w/w) of S\(^0\) yellow dust. Does such a small amount of S\(^0\) contribute to the efficacy of the granules or is it negligible? In a previous work [6] on the nutritional dynamics of a durum wheat (Triticum durum, Poaceae) commercial crop during development, we reported that the FBS\(^0\)-treated crop presented denser plantation with more robust plants in comparison to the conventional F-treated crop, whilst the accumulated amounts of iron per plant were found to be significantly increased at day 61 after sowing in the above ground crop part, comprising an early effect. After day 100, the accumulated dry mass per plant was twice that of the control and iron accumulation curves per plant were statistically higher than the control ones. It was suggested that the FBS\(^0\) product was more effective in comparison to its core fertilizer, as regards the examined parameters, i.e., the dry mass, sulfate, total sulfur, organic nitrogen, and iron concentrations in the above ground plant part, highlighting the fact that higher early mobilization of Fe coincided with a decrease in rhizosol content of humic substances [6]. Given that the crop was established and developed on a calcareous soil, in which Fe availability is highly restricted due to Fe\(^{3+}\) precipitation and immobilization, the fact that the FBS\(^0\)-crop’s plants accumulated greater amounts of Fe implies that soil reserves of Fe were of adequate amounts to support the enhanced growth of FBS\(^0\)-crop’s plants and that they had been mobilized.

In calcareous soils, calcium carbonate buffers soil solution pH in the range 7.5–8.5 [7] and elevated bicarbonate concentration is present in the solution [8]. The solubility of Fe in well aerated soils is controlled by both the Fe oxides [9] and the pH of calcareous soils. The most soluble Fe oxide limits total soluble Fe concentration at around \(10^{-10}\) M, much lower than that required (\(10^{-8}\) M) for optimal plant growth [10]. In addition, bicarbonate may hinder Fe uptake and its translocation in plants [11]. In calcareous soils Fe not only is little soluble [12–14], but usually the concentrations of soluble and exchangeable Fe are much lower than those necessary for adequate plant growth and plants have also developed mechanisms to make other forms of Fe available [13]. Most Fe in soil is in the ferric form. Being a Poaceae species, wheat follows the Strategy II to take up the ferric iron, by the action of phytosiderophores [15].

The aim of this work was to elaborate on the effect of S\(^0\) as a fertilizer ingredient on the mobilization of iron from the several iron pools of the calcareous field that affiliated the durum wheat crop. To this end, a fractionation scheme was adopted to distinguish the various fractions of rhizosol iron, in order to depict the iron dynamics in the rhizosol of FBS\(^0\)-treated crop. The allocation of iron among the various pools within the rhizosol was correlated with the allocation of iron in the main stem, the tillers, and the corresponding heads. Furthermore, given the strong relationship between iron and sulfur metabolisms, iron allocation in the above ground plant parts was studied in relation to the corresponding allocations of sulfate and organic (reduced) sulfur.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Field Trial

A durum wheat (Triticum durum, cv. SIMETO) commercial crop was established in Lefktra (latitude 38.25\(^\circ\) N, longitude 23.18\(^\circ\) E, 352 m a.s.l.) at Viotia county, central Greece, in a production field of 2.2 ha with calcareous soil. The area was divided into two parts of 1.1 ha each; one of them
was subject to conventional F-treatment according to the local agricultural practices (F-crop), whilst the other one received the corresponding FBS0-treatment (FBS0-crop, Figure 1). In order to ensure comparable soil conditions, prior to crop establishment each area was arbitrarily divided into plots 15 m × 7 m (105 m²) each (105 plots in total). All 44 perimetric plots were excluded, whilst the internal 60 plots were grouped into five successive groups of 12 plots each. Within each group of plots, soil quality was tested in a random fashion by analyzing one composite sample per plot collected at the depth of ca 20 cm, until a set of (5 + 5) plots with comparable quality was secured, one plot within each group (Table 1). Then, for each of these plots, two more composite soil samples per plot were collected and analyzed. At each sampling day, sampling took place from the same plots.

Figure 1. Overview of experimental work. On day 61 initiation of tillering took place. Stem elongation proceeded between days 105 to 146, whilst on day 197 the crop was in the process of grain filling.

Table 1. Soil quality of the experimental fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Clay %</th>
<th>Loam</th>
<th>Sand %</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>CaCO₃</th>
<th>NO₃⁻</th>
<th>Olsen</th>
<th>Kexch</th>
<th>Mn-DTPA</th>
<th>Cu-DTPA</th>
<th>Zn-DTPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-crop</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBS0-crop</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F-crop: the crop that was subject to conventional fertilization (F-) treatment according to the local agricultural practices. FBS0-crop: the crop which received the corresponding FBS0-treatment. Kexch: soil exchangeable potassium. DTPA: diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid

Sowing day and fertilizer application took place in 13 November 2014 (day 0). The control crop was fertilized with a commercial 20-10-10 fertilizer (nitrogen was provided as ammonium sulfate, phosphorus as triple superphosphate, whilst potassium was provided as potassium sulfate) at a rate of 300 kg ha⁻¹. The FBS0-treated crop received the equivalent fertilization with the corresponding “SulfoGrow” 20-10-10 commercial fertilizer at the same rate, carrying 2% S0 (306 kg ha⁻¹). At days 146 and 167 after sowing, additional fertilizations with commercial ammonium nitrate fertilizer took place at the rates of 270 and 150 kg ha⁻¹, respectively. At days 161 and 166 after sowing, herbicide applications took place at the rates of 70 g ha⁻¹ (Best) and 1.1 L ha⁻¹ (Foxtrot 6.9W), respectively. Both crops received no irrigation. For the determination of morphometric characteristics, 20 plants per plot were used. For the chemical analyses, at least five plants per plot were collected with their root system and the surrounding soil by means of a shovel. The excess of soil was removed by hand and the soil within the root system mass, i.e., the rhizosol (RS), was collected. The above ground plant part was separated into the main stem, the accompanying tillers, and the corresponding heads, and the fluctuation dynamics of iron, sulfate and organic sulfur were monitored in each plant part during the crops’ development.
2.2. The Nature of the FBS\textsuperscript{0} Fertilizer Granules

According to the patent [5], the fertilizer granules are mixed initially with elemental sulfur in the form of dust at a percentage of 2% to 4% (w/w, S\textsubscript{0}: fertilizer’s granules). The mixture passes through a shower of fine droplets consisting of a 1:1 mixture of molasses and glycerol, which acts as the binding system, in such a way that the whole surface is exposed. The binder is added at a percentage of 0.4% to 1.2% (w/w, binder: fertilizer granules). Then, the mixture is led to a mixer, where the sticky S\textsubscript{0} dust is evenly attached onto the sticky fertilizer granules, thus forming the final product FBS\textsuperscript{0}.

2.3. Determinations of Soil Parameters

Determinations of pH, organic matter, CaCO\textsubscript{3}, NO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{−}, P-Olsen, exchangeable potassium, Mn-DTPA (DTPA: diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid), Cu-DTPA, Zn-DTPA, and humic substances content in the rhizosoil were performed according to the procedures described by Jones (1999) [16].

2.4. Preparation of Dry Mass Digests

Samples of the separated plant parts (main stems, tillers, heads) were oven-dried at 80 °C and ground to pass a 40-mesh screen using an analytical mill (IKA, model A10). Prior to iron analysis, samples were digested with hot H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} and repeated additions of 30% H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} until the digestion was complete [17].

2.5. Rhizosoil Fractionation Scheme

Rhizosoil samples were fractionated with the modified version of the BCR-three step sequential extraction procedure, as described by Pueyo et al. (2008) [18].

Exchangeable and weak acid soluble fraction (1st fractionation step; 1st fraction): 1 g soil sample was extracted with 40 mL of 0.11 mol L\textsuperscript{−1} acetic acid solution by shaking in a mechanical, end-over-end shaker at 30 rpm at room temperature (20 °C) for 16 h. The extract was separated by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 20 min, collected in polyethylene bottles and stored at 4 °C until analysis. The residue was washed by shaking for 15 min with 20 mL of doubly distilled water and then centrifuged, discarding the supernatant.

Reducible fraction (2nd fractionation step; 2nd fraction): 40 mL of 0.5 mol L\textsuperscript{−1} hydroxylammonium chloride solution was added to the residue from the 1st step, and the mixture was shaken at 3000 rpm at 22 °C for 16 h. The acidification of this reagent was by the addition of a 2.5% (v/v) HNO\textsubscript{3} solution (prepared by weighing from a suitable concentrated solution). The extract was separated and the residue was washed as in the first step.

Oxidizable fraction (3rd fractionation step; 3rd fraction): 10 mL of 8.8 mol L\textsuperscript{−1} hydrogen peroxide solution was carefully added to the residue from the 2nd step. The mixture was digested for 1 h at 22 °C and for 1 h at 85 °C, and the volume was reduced to less than 3 mL. A second aliquot of 10 mL of H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} was added, the mixture was digested for 1 h at 85 °C, and the volume was reduced to about 1 mL. The residue was extracted with 50 mL of 1 mol L\textsuperscript{−1} ammonium acetate solution, adjusted to pH 2.0, at 3000 rpm and 22 °C for 16 h. The extract was separated and the residue was washed as in previous steps.

Residual fraction (4th fractionation step; 4th fraction): the residue from the 3rd step was digested with aqua regia. In this case, the amount of acid used to attack 1 g of sample was reduced to keep the same volume/mass ratio: 7.0 mL of HCl (37%) and 2.3 mL of HNO\textsubscript{3} (70%) were added.

In the diluted dry mass (DM) digests or rhizosoil fraction extracts, Fe was determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (GBC, Model Avanta spectrophotometer, GBC Scientific Equipment PTY LTD, Dandenong, Victoria, Australia) [17].
2.6. Sulfate and Total Sulfur Determination in the DM of the Plant Parts

Sulfate concentration was determined by extracting the oven-dried samples with 2% \((v/v)\) acetic acid aqueous solution and by analyzing by a turbidimetric method \([19,20]\). Total sulfur content was determined after dry ashing at 600 °C \([21]\). The ash was dissolved in 2% \((v/v)\) acetic acid aqueous solution, filtered through Whatman No. 42 paper, and total sulfate was determined turbidimetrically \([19,20]\). The content of the organic sulfur \((\text{Sorg})\) was calculated by subtracting the total sulfate content from that of the total sulfur.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

The comparisons between the corresponding FBS\(^0\)-crop and F-crop values in each case were submitted to \(t\)-test variance analysis with two-tailed distribution and two-sample equal variance, at \(p \leq 5\%\). Where the differences between means of FBS\(^0\)-crop and F-crop samples were statistically significant, the percentage of the relative change is provided in the text.

3. Results

3.1. Dynamics of the Iron Fractions in Rhizosoil during the Crops’ Development

No iron was found as iron attached to carbonates of the rhizosoil (i.e., the exchangeable and weak acid soluble fraction; \(\text{fr1}\)) throughout the experiment. At sowing, the total extracted iron from the rhizosoil amounted to 8.3 mg g\(^{-1}\) RS, allocated by 11% as iron adsorbed on iron-manganese oxides (i.e., the reducible fraction; \(\text{fr2}\)), 16% as iron bound or adsorbed to the organic matter of RS (i.e., the oxidizable fraction; \(\text{fr3}\)), and 73% as iron associated with the clay particles (i.e., the residual fraction; \(\text{fr4}\)). In the F-crop the total extracted Fe started to lower at day 61, presented the lowest value at day 125 and then increased progressively, reaching the initial value at the end of the cultivation period. In the FBS\(^0\)-crop, the lowest value appeared already on day 61 and then it increased and stabilized at a value of 6 mg g\(^{-1}\) RS, i.e., 72.3% of the initial, after day 105 onward (Figure 2A). Analyzing the percentage contribution of each fraction to the total extracted iron a different profile appeared in each treatment. In the F-crop (Figure 2B) the fluctuations of \(\text{fr3}\) were the opposite of those of \(\text{fr4}\). More specifically, \(\text{fr4}\) decreased between days 105–167, then it increased till the end of the cultivation, whilst \(\text{fr3}\) followed exactly the opposite course. The contribution of \(\text{fr2}\) was a minor one and it could be considered as rather stable. In the FBS\(^0\)-crop (Figure 2C), the percentage contributions of \(\text{fr4}\) and \(\text{fr3}\) fluctuated in an exactly opposite fashion, and the fluctuation pattern was different from that of the F-crop. In fact it appears that the percentage contributions of both Fe fractions oscillated around the initial values of 73% and 16% respectively. Again the contribution of \(\text{fr2}\) was a minor one, it was at the same percentage (ca. 12%) of that of the F-crop and could be considered as stable, too. Regardless of the pattern, fluctuations of \(\text{fr3}\) were exactly the opposite of those of \(\text{fr4}\) in both treatments, suggesting iron exchange between the pool of iron bound or adsorbed to the organic matter and the pool of iron associated with the clay particles. Analyzing the fractions dynamics it seems that day125 was a turning point in the various fluctuation patterns.
Was there a role of humic substances (HS) in the fluctuations of fr3? The third fraction contains iron that is closely related to OM and HS are a functional component of the rhizosoil’s OM. The overall picture of the HS content’s fluctuation of the rhizosoil revealed an oscillation around the value of 4.4 mg HS g\(^{-1}\) [6]. The incorporated S\(^{35}\) did not affect the oscillation pattern. However, up to day 125 there was a tendency for lower HS content, and a tendency for higher HS content afterwards [6]. The fr3-to-HS ratio presented the same fluctuation pattern around 0.3 mg fr3 per mg HS up to day 125, and it differentiated thereafter (Figure 3A). In the FBS\(^{0}\)-crop it followed the oscillation pattern of the HS content in the rhizosoil around the value of 0.5 mg fr3 per mg HS, whilst in the F-crop it followed the pattern exactly in reverse around the value of 0.2 mg fr3 per mg HS. Analyzing the patterns in relation to organic matter dynamics (Figure 3B,C), again day 125 was a turning point. Before day 125, in the FBS\(^{0}\)-crop there was a tendency for less HS and more Fe per unit mass of organic matter, which reversed thereafter. In relation to the initial conditions, at the end of the crop: (i) The HS content per unit of RS was that of the initial one. (ii) The fr3:HS mass ratio increased (+48%) in the F-crop, whilst it decreased (−29%) in the FBS\(^{0}\)-crop. (iii) The HS:OM mass ratio decreased in both the F-crop (−8.5%) and the FBS\(^{0}\)-crop (−23%). (iv) The fr3:OM mass ratio increased (+43%) in the F-crop and decreased (−43%) in the FBS\(^{0}\)-crop.

**Figure 2.** The dynamics of iron pools in the rhizosoil during the crop’s development. The total extracted iron from the rhizosoil (RS; (A)), the percentage contribution of each fraction in the F-crop (B) and in the FBS\(^{0}\)-crop (C), along with the iron contents of 4th (D), 3rd (E), and the 2nd (F) fraction.
Figure 3. The dynamics of the 3rd fraction content in relation to the contents of the organic matter (OM), and the humic substances (HS) in the rhizosoil during the development of the F-crop (open cycles; dashed line) and the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop (full circles; solid line). (A) fr3-to-HS, (B) fr3-to-OM, and (C) HS-to-OM mass ratios.

3.2. Dynamics of Iron and Sulfur Nutrition in the Crop’s above Ground Plant Parts during the Crops’ Development, in Relation to the Dynamics of Rhizosoil Iron Pools

At the initiation of the tillering stage (day 61) both crops presented the highest Fe concentration in the DM of the main stems. In the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop in relation to F-crop, iron concentration was 3300 ppm, i.e., higher by 74\% (Figure 4A), which resulted in higher accumulation of Fe in the above ground part (+42\%, Figure 5B), because, in addition, dry mass per plant was higher (+18\%, Figure 5A). Both sulfate concentration and accumulation remained unchanged (Figures 4B and 5C). Organic sulfur concentration was lower (−24\%, Figure 4C) and its accumulation lower (−37\%, Figure 5D), too. Total extracted Fe from the rhizosoil presented its lowest value (54.5\% of the initial iron content at sowing, Figure 2D). All fractions contributed to this loss by 16\% (fr2), 28\% (fr3), and 54\% (fr4) (Figure 2C).
Figure 4. Dynamics of iron (Fe: (A,D,G,J)), sulfate (SO$_4^{2-}$: (B,E,H,K)), and organic sulfur (Sorg: (C,F,I,L)) concentrations in the main stems, the tillers, the main stems’ heads, and the tillers’ heads, respectively, during the development of the F-crop (open cycles; dashed line) and the FBS$_0$-crop (full circles; solid line).
Figure 5. Dynamics of dry mass (DM: (A, E, I, M)), iron (Fe: (B, F, J, N)), sulfate (SO$_4^{2-}$: (C, G, K, O)), and organic sulfur (Sorg: (D, H, L, P)) accumulations per plant in the main stems, the tillers, the main stems' heads, and the tillers' heads, respectively, during the development of the F-crop (open cycles; dashed line) and the FBS$_0$-crop (full circles; solid line).
At the initiation of the main stem elongation (day 105), the plants of both crops carried seven leaves in the main stems and five leaves in the tillers. Iron concentration of the main stem (Figure 4A) was found significantly reduced in both treatments in such a way that iron accumulation was the same with that of day 61, indicating a dilution effect. Tillers carried the same iron concentration with the main stem (Figure 4D). In both crops the total extracted iron from the rhizosoil was 78% of that at sowing (Figure 2A). In the F-crop, 32% of the plants carried no tillers, i.e., there were main stems only, whilst 5% of them carried three or more tillers (Table 2). In the FBS₀-crop, 44% of the plants carried no tillers and 16% 3+ tillers. Plants accumulated more dry mass in the main stems (+51.9%, Figure 5A) and in the tillers (+102.3%, Figure 5E). Relative to day 61, the total extracted iron from the rhizosoil increased (Figure 2A). The increase was due to increase of fr4 (+73%, Figure 2D), whilst fr3 remained unchanged (Figure 2E) and fr2 decreased further (−37%, Figure 2F). Sulfate concentration was higher in both the main stem (+42%, Figure 4B) and the tillers (+39%, Figure 4E), with a corresponding increase in sulfate accumulation per plant in both the main stem (+120%, Figure 5C) and the tillers (+180%, Figure 5G). Organic S concentration was higher in both the main stem (+157%, Figure 4C) and the tillers (+50%, Figure 4F). The same held true for organic S accumulation per plant in both the main stem (+66.7%, Figure 5D) and the tillers (+367%, Figure 5H).

Table 2. Tilling capacity and dynamics of the studied durum wheat variety, as affected by the applied fertilization schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days after Sowing</th>
<th>F-crop</th>
<th>FBS₀-crop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tillers</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F-crop: the crop that was subject to conventional fertilization (F-) treatment according to the local agricultural practices. FBS₀-crop: the crop which received the corresponding FBS₀-treatment.

At the stage of entering fast stem elongation (day 125), the plants of both crops carried eight leaves in the main stems and six leaves in the tillers. In the F-crop, 60% of the plants carried no tillers, and 7% three or more tillers. Between days 105 and 125 the main stem’s length increased at a rate of 0.18 cm per day. Per plant, dry mass was allocated by 18% in the tillers (Figure 6A). In the FBS₀-crop, 50% of the plant carried no tillers, and 10% 3+ tillers. Between days 105 and 125 the main stem’s length increased with a rate of 0.31 cm per day which resulted in higher main stems (+34.5%). Per plant, dry mass was allocated by 22% in the tillers (Figure 6B). In relation to F-crop, plants were characterized by higher accumulation of dry mass in the main stems (+84.7%, Figure 5A) and in the tillers (+35.6%, Figure 5E). Iron concentration was less (−33.5%, Figure 4A) in the main stem and the same in the tillers (Figure 4D), which resulted in a decrease in accumulated iron per main stem (Figure 5B) due to further dilution and in no change in the accumulated iron per tiller (Figure 5F). Sulfate concentration was higher in both the main stem (+270%, Figure 4B) and the tillers (+45%, Figure 4E), which resulted in higher sulfate accumulation, too (+500%, Figure 5C; +50%, Figure 5G, respectively). Fr2 presented its lowest value (Figure 2F) and the other two fractions minor changes.
At the stage of the complete emergence of head on the main stem (day 167), the plants of both crops carried eleven leaves and heads in the main stems. Stem elongation started to retard, whilst the boot was just visibly swollen in the tillers. Prior to this stage and between days 146 and 167 two topdressing and two herbicide applications took place. Between days 125 and 167, in the F-crop the lengths of the main stems increased with a rate of 0.61 cm per day. Of the plants 63% carried no tillers, and 3% three or more tillers. Tillers were carrying nine or ten leaves. In the FBS-crop the main stems lengths increased with a rate of 0.65 cm per day, which resulted in statistically higher main stems (+16.3%). Tillers were carrying five or six leaves. The 82% of the plants carried no tillers, and 2% three or more tillers. Plants had accumulated more dry mass in the main stems (+103.2%, Figure 5A), in the tillers (+63.1%, Figure 5E), and in the main stems’ heads (+36.7%, Figure 5I). In the tillers, iron concentration decreased to half (Figure 4D) relative to day 125 and it was less by 30.6% relative to F-crop. These changes kept the accumulated amount of iron higher in both the main stems (+41.2%, Figure 5B) and the tillers (+73.4%, Figure 5F). In the heads of the main stems, iron concentration was higher (+37.5%, Figure 4G), which resulted in more accumulated iron per head (+121.4%, Figure 5J). Fr4 was at the same concentration compared with day 125 (Figure 2D), fr3 presented its lowest value (Figure 2E), whilst fr2 kept increasing (Figure 2F) at the same rate as in F-crop. Sulfate concentration...
continued to lower in both the main stem (Figure 4B) and the tillers (Figure 4E), which resulted in statistically the same amount per plant in the main stem (Figure 5C) but higher in the tillers (Figure 5F). Organic S concentrations decreased in both the main stems (Figure 4C) and the tillers (Figure 4F), whilst organic S accumulation presented its highest value in the main stem (Figure 5D) and remained stable in the tillers (Figure 5H).

At the stage of complete flowering and the initiation of milk development (day 197), the plants carried 11 leaves and heads in the main stems of both crops, stem elongation ceased, and the tillers carried heads in both crops. In the F-crop, 57% of the plants carried no tillers, and 2% three or more tillers. In the FBS0-crop, 85% of the plants carried no tillers, and 1% three or more tillers. Main stems were higher by 17.4%. Plants presented more accumulated dry mass in the main stems (+75.2%, Figure 5A), in the tillers (+83.9%, Figure 5E), in the main stems’ heads (+22.4%, Figure 5I), and in the tillers’ heads (+109.1%, Figure 5M). The accumulated DM reached its peak in both the main stem and the tillers. In the FBS0-crop, iron concentration was higher in main stems (+111.3%, Figure 4A) and their heads (+41.7%, Figure 4G), as well as in the tillers (+9%, Figure 4D), and less in the tillers’ heads (−70.7%, Figure 4J). This resulted in a strong accumulation of iron in the main stem (+238%, Figure 5B), and in their heads (+70%, Figure 5J). However, in the tillers a strong dilution effect took place (Figure 5F), whilst in the tillers’ heads no change was observed (Figure 5N). Fr3 was twice that of day 167 (Figure 2E), whilst fr2 increased (Figure 2F), too. Sulfate concentrations were higher in the main stems (+63%, Figure 4B), and lower in the tillers (−17.4%, Figure 4E), the main stems’ heads (−59%, Figure 4H) and the tillers’ heads (−15.8%, Figure 4K), which translated into the same accumulations of sulfate in the main stems (Figure 5C) and the tillers’ heads (Figure 5O), higher accumulation in the tillers (+50%, Figure 5G), and a lower one in the main stems’ heads (−900%, Figure 5K). As regards the concentrations of organic sulfur, they were the same in the main stem (Figure 4C), the tillers (Figure 4F), and the main stem’s heads (Figure 4I), but higher in the tillers’ heads (+50%, Figure 4L). The corresponding accumulations were higher in the main stems (+71.1%, Figure 5D), the tillers (+140%, Figure 5H), and the tillers’ heads (+185.7%, Figure 5P), whilst the same in the main stem’s heads (Figure 5L).

At the stage of dough development (day 231), the accumulated DM decreased in both the main stem (Figure 5A) and the tillers (Figure 5E) of both crops due to loss of lower leaves. In contrast, heads still accumulated DM in both the main stems (Figure 5I) and the tillers (Figure 5M) of both crops. In the FBS0-treated crop the same pattern was observed: plants with more accumulated dry mass in the main stems (+64.5%), in the tillers (+100.1%), in the main stems’ heads (+61.4%), and in the tillers’ heads (+80.1%). In the FBS0-crop, relative to day 197 the iron concentration of the main stems decreased (Figure 4A), it was stabilized in the tillers (Figure 4D) and the main stems’ heads (Figure 4G), whilst it increased in the tillers’ heads (Figure 4J). As regards iron accumulation it decreased in the main stems (Figure 5B) and increased in the tillers (Figure 5F), tillers’ heads (Figure 5N) and main stems’ heads (Figure 5I). Sulfate and organic S concentrations did not change (Figure 4), with the exception of sulfate concentration in the main stem’s heads (−82.9%, Figure 4H).

3.3. FBS0 Fortified the Crop’s Iron and Sulfur Nutrition and Increased the Yield

The used durum wheat cultivar created up to three tillers; plants with four or more tillers were less than 1%. After day 167, in the F-crop the ratio of plants with main stems only stabilized to 60% (Table 2), whilst the rest of the plants with one or two tillers shared the same percentage contribution (20%). In the FBS0-crop the ratio of plants with main stems only stabilized to 85%, whilst the rest of the plants carried only one tiller stabilized to 13%. FBS0 decreased the tillers’ production.

Moreover, the aforementioned dynamics clearly show that the corresponding fluctuations of the rhizosoil’s iron did benefit the above ground plant parts in terms of dry mass, iron, sulfate, and organic sulfur nutrition. Prior to harvesting in the FBS0-crop, per plant all plant parts had accumulated more dry mass, i.e., they were heavier (main stems: +55%, tillers: +100%, main stems’ heads: +69%, tillers’ heads: +82%). In accordance, the obtained commercial yield of the FBS0-crop was higher by 27.3%.
More iron and organic sulfur accumulated in these plant parts, too. Iron fortification was observed in the main stems (+193%), in the tillers (+437%), in the main stems’ heads (+31%), and in the tillers’ heads (+250%). Organic sulfur fortification was found in the main stems (+191%), in the tillers (+231%), in the main stems’ heads (+75%), and in the tillers’ heads (+38%). As regards sulfate, it was higher in the main stems (+47%) and in the tillers (+58%). In the main stems’ heads it was less (~91%), and unchanged in the tillers’ heads.

The F-crop started with high iron and sulfate concentrations in the main stem. Then, Fe concentration decreased in parallel with sulfate concentration, whilst organic S concentration remained stable. Again, day 125 was a turning point. Thereafter, Fe and organic S concentrations remained low, whilst sulfate concentration increased significantly. In the tillers Fe concentration decreased, sulfate concentration remained stable, whilst organic S concentration started decreasing later on.

Therefore, the use of FBS\textsuperscript{0} exerted some fortification effects. Initially iron concentration was even higher (early fortification effect), quickly decreasing thereafter, sulfate concentration remained high and organic S concentration increased. This fortification effect was observed to a lesser extent in the F-crop at day 125. After day 125, all iron, sulfate, and organic S concentrations remained rather stable, fluctuating around a mean value with a ratio of 1:4:2 in the main stem and 1:5:2 in the tillers. A late fortification effect was observed in the iron concentration of the main stems and their heads after the stage of complete flowering within the examined parameters.

The percentage partitioning of iron, sulfate, and organic sulfur were altered (Figure 6). Among these alterations, the most prominent was that of sulfate at day 125 (Figure 6C), where more sulfate was partitioned to the tillers. On that day, the sulfate concentration in the main stems presented a characteristically low value (Figure 4B).

4. Discussion

The used FBS\textsuperscript{0} fertilizer in this work, apart from 2% S\textsuperscript{0}, also contained sulfate as the accompanying anion of ammonium and potassium cations. Therefore, it constitutes a third category in addition to those distinguished by Jansen et al. (1986) [1], i.e., it contains both directly and non-directly available S for plant uptake. Furthermore, both molasses and glycerol are water soluble and can be used by soil microorganisms along with the elemental sulfur, thus sustaining microbial action around the granules.

In the rhizosoil, apart from the crop’s root systems, there are at least two more iron consumers, i.e., microbes and the root systems of the various weeds. In the case of the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop, S\textsuperscript{0} increased the total amount of bacterial populations [22]. Therefore, apart from the phytosiderophores (PS) released by the durum wheat crop, more siderophore production, obviously of microbial origin, contributes to iron mobilization in the rhizosoil. On the other hand, both strategies of iron uptake are in action due to mixed root systems in the rhizosoil [14]. Being a graminaceous species, wheat utilizes Strategy II for iron uptake by the root system. It releases the phytosiderophore 2’-deoxymugineic acid (DMA) from roots, a chelating compound which is able to produce stable complexes with iron. Then the Fe-DMA complex is transported through the cell membrane [21]. There are only a few studies that have looked at PS concentrations in soil solution and release from soil-grown plants. It has been demonstrated [23] that carbon and energy investment into Fe acquisition under natural growth conditions is significantly smaller than previously derived from zero Fe-hydroponic studies. It has been reported that during the investigated period (21–47 days after germination), PS release initially exceeded Fe plant uptake 10-fold, but it significantly declined ca five weeks after germination [23]. PS released by strategy II plants are highly susceptible to microbial decomposition. However, to date very little is known about the fate of PS in soil. As regards the mineralization dynamics in the wheat rhizosphere and bulk soil of alkaline soils, between 40% and 65% of the DMA was either respired or incorporated into soil microbial biomass after 24 h, with the largest part of total incorporated DMA being recovered in gram negative bacteria [24]. Considering root growth dynamics, and taking into account that PS are mainly exuded from root tips, the significantly slower mineralization of DMA in bulk soil is of high ecological
importance to enhance the Fe scavenging efficiency of PS released into the soil [24]. The adsorption and desorption of phytosiderophores by the soil solid phase has also been studied [25].

Another fact was that the FBS⁰-crop hosted less weeds, which definitely merits further investigation [6]. This most probably explains the reported statistically lower organic matter concentration in the FBS⁰-crop’s rhizosoil at day 197, twenty days after the second herbicide application [6]. The significant increase in the organic matter of the F-crop’s rhizosoil at that day seems to originate from the dead root system of the eliminated weeds. After the herbicide application, the dead root system of weeds was added to the already existing organic matter and the conventional F-crop showed much higher organic matter. This probably explains the replenishment of F-crop’s Fe content and the observed deficit of FBS⁰-crop’s Fe content in the rhizosoil at the end of the cultivation period.

The dynamics of HS content in the rhizosoil is another point which requires a further study. Humic substances are heterogeneous high-molecular-weight organic materials which are ubiquitous in the soil. In the present study, the rhizosoil environment was well oxygenated, i.e., not reduced. The interactions between the carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, and iron biogeochemical cycles in dynamic redox environments have been illustrated [26]. The findings of this work suggest that HS are involved in the affected processes in the rhizosoil and this may be due to the presence of elemental sulfur itself or to the various intermediates of the S biogeochemical cycle, as described in [26]. The aforementioned dynamics clearly depict that the addition of elemental sulfur as an ingredient of the fertilizer along with the initial fertilization differentiated the behavior of the rhizosoil’s examined parameters. The rhizosoil’s pH did not decrease [6]; instead the system behaved as buffer. Furthermore, the added FBS⁰ in a follow up field experiment increased the total microbial population, as well as promoting the activity of the sulfatase producing microbial populations in the rhizosoil of the studied commercial wheat crop grown on calcareous soil [22]. The amount of S⁰ provided with the fertilizer significantly enhanced the mobilization of the labile pool of sulfate esters in the organic matter of the soil. Therefore, apart from the sulfate added by the fertilizer at sowing, there was sulfate input, too, due to sulfatase activity, which suggests a sustained input of sulfate during crop development.

The developmental events during wheat growth and development are complex [27] and the developmental sequence of the generic winter wheat shoot apex for optimal conditions has been discussed in detail [28]. Furthermore, the characterization of the wheat leaf metabolome (including sulfate) during grain filling and under varied N-supply has been reported [29]. On the other hand, the interactions between iron nutrition and sulfur nutrition have received increasing attention. The finding that methionine is the sole precursor of mugineic acid [30] and the demonstration that the methionine cycle (or Yang cycle) in roots is one of the methionine sources [31] led Astolfi et al. [21,32,33] to further investigate the interactions between Fe nutrition and S nutrition, concluding that “the interaction can occur determining rapid adjustments of sulfate uptake and assimilation which conceivably lead to a re-distribution of reduced S pool. Fe availability might represent a signal able to modulate production and utilization of thiols at root level, where phytosiderophores are effectively synthesized” [32]. The iron nutrition of both crops was adequate. According to Mills and Jones [34], the sufficiency range for iron concentration in the top two leaves just before heading ranges between 10 ppm and 300 ppm for winter wheat collected from production fields. This held true for S nutrition, too, based on the detailed data of Reuter and Robinson plant analysis interpretation manual and the references therein for wheat [35].

5. Conclusions

The incorporation of 2% elemental sulfur as an ingredient of the applied fertilizer at sowing affected the iron fractions of the rhizosoil towards iron mobilization, thus providing more iron to the crop, which apart from the iron nutrition aspect fortified the crop’s sulfur nutrition, too. Summarizing the prominent facts, no iron was found as iron attached to carbonates of the rhizosoil. Fluctuations of the iron pool bound or adsorbed to the organic matter were exactly the opposite to those of the
iron pool associated with the clay particles in both treatments, suggesting iron exchange between the two pools. Replenishment of the F-crop’s Fe content and a deficit in the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop’s Fe content in the rhizosoil were found at the end of the cultivation period. The initiation of the fast stem elongation stage (day 125) marked a turning point. Before day 125, the use of FBS\textsuperscript{0} increased the iron concentration in the main stems and this was an early fortification effect, followed by an increase in the organic S concentration. After day 125, the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop consisted of plants with higher main stems and less tillers. A late fortification effect was observed in the iron concentration of the main stems and their heads after the stage of complete flowering. Prior to harvesting in the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop, all the plant’s parts were heavier, more iron and organic sulfur were accumulated in these plant parts, and the obtained commercial yield of the FBS\textsuperscript{0}-crop was higher by 27.3%.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Rhizosoil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>Organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>Humic substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Dry mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fr</td>
<td>Fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Granular conventional fertilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S\textsuperscript{0}</td>
<td>Elemental sulfur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Binder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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